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Manel Molina designs the chair which comme-
morates the 50th anniversary of Vergés

Vergés presents in exclusive BOGART in Maison 
Objet on January 2020

The Manel Molina Studio was inspired 
by the first chairs that were produced in 
Vergés in the early of 70s that were the 
traditional chairs of wicker. On the occa-
sion of its 50th  anniversary, the com-
pany “reintroduces” this type of chair on 
its collection, also recovering the artisa-
nal process of handmade stringing as it 
was previously made.

About Manel Molina Studio

After a long professional career as one 
of the co-founders of the Lievore Althe-
rr Molina studio, 2016 will welcome the 
start of a new professional chapter, the 
creation of Estudi Manel Molina with the 
collaboration of Raimon Monsarro and 
Daniel Castro. The studio will continue 
developing projects in industrial design 
and consulting activities.

Besides, in Maison & Objet 2020 Vergés 
presents Dula and Cistell collections crea-
ted by Yago Sarri, and Sandwich, from the 
studio Untaller.



Dula Collection

 - by Yago 
      Sarri 

Dula collection is a versatile system of modular seats, 
designed by Yago Sarri, to furnish rest and waiting 
areas  in halls, offices, hotels, etc. Dula seats are com-
fortable thanks to their large size and simple shapes 
which can be used to create multiple setups to adapt 
to the needs of each project.
The Dula collection also has a single or two-seater ar-
mchair version. Both models offer two types  of arm: 
fully upholstered for highly comfortable environments 
or with  
a transparent tubular wooden structure in  
the armrest, which gives  it a touch of modernity.



The Dula project  is complemented with  side tables that 
can  be used in isolation or incorporated into the  linear 
system, between  the seats or at the ends of the unit.

Dula seats can be arranged separately,  back-to-back 
groups can create islands,  when organizing  the space 
in open-plan areas.



Studied industrial design at the Elisava Barcelona School 
of Design and Engineering (1989), in 1990 he graduated in 
applied arts and crafts from the Llotja. In 1989 he began 
started working at the firm Pepe Cortés, both in product 
design and on interior design projects.
In 1993 he started his own company in Barcelona’s his-
toric centre along with members of ADP+ (Manel Bailo, 
Rosa Rull, Xavi Claramunt, David Sarri, Albert Civit) and in 
parallel he continued collaborating with various design 
and architecture firms.

In 2001 he moved with ADP+ to their new offices in Palo 
Alto. In 2003 he opened his own firm in the Eixample dis-
trict of Barcelona, which focused on interior design and 
furniture design.
In 2011 he created “Untaller”, together with Marifé Bellaubí 
and Nacho Ferrer, specializing in interior design and ar-
chitecture.
 

Cistell Collection

 - by Yago 
     Sarri 



Cistell is a collection of chairs and armchairs designed 
by Yago Sarri. As its name suggest, Cistell means bas-
ket in catalan and it is an enveloping and comfortable 
seat. With its sinuous and calm silhouette Cistell fits 
perfectly into meeting and restaurant spaces.

Cistell collection facilitates a big variety of combina-
tions with different finishes of wood and upholstered, 
inviting to customize it according to its context.
Cistell is a collection of great versatility, its backrest 
offers three models of outline and all of them admits 
the natural wood version or dry or entirely lacquered.



Sandwich Collection

 - by Untaller 



Sandwich, designed by “Untaller” studio, is a collec-
tion of tables of great versatility destined to the world 
of restaurant spaces and coffee shops.  Sandwich is a 
robust and sober table where its “double” column gives 
a distinctive character. 
Sandwich allows different possibilities of configuration 
both in its format and by the big variety of distinct ma-
terials.

The column, which characterizes the Sandwich table, 
offers the option of being customized applying distinct 
finishes of wood in combination with the base or the 
top. 
In its version of big format the elegant column of the 
Sandwich table admits different materials and it also 
proposes a suggesting visual game according to your 
point of view. 



Untaller is a multidisciplinary studio that executes pro-
jects in the fields of interior design, architecture and in-
dustrial design. It is made up of Marifé Bellaubí, Yago Sa-
rri and Nacho Ferrer.

Our accumulated experience of working together for more 
than 20 years enables us to adapt to the needs of each 
customer without ever neglecting the quality of the final 
product.



About Vergés 

Founded in 1970 by the Vergés Picart couple, the company 
shares its roots with  the region in which it’s located. In the 
province of Girona, La Garrotxa is found halfway between the 
Mediterranean and the Pyrenees. It is a privileged and unique 
rural region removed from large cities.  
 
Its volcanic orography has conditioned the landscape and 
vegetation, endowing it with spectacular beech tree forests 
that grow on tracks of lava cooled down thousands of years 
ago.

At any time of year, La Garrotxa  is an explosion of colour. 
From ochre  
to black, and green to copper, each nuance contributes to a 
visual  landscape that leaves a deep mark  on the region’s 
people.
A splendid palette of colours  and beechwood. More than 
enough inspiration for a furniture manufacturer. At its start, 
Vergés was a small workshop dedicated to the production 
of artisanal wicker chairs, as was the tradition in the region. 
From those origins, its production has evolved as business 
has grown, always with a view toward northern countries with 
a strong tradition in design and quality furniture.

Such an evolution has been essential to keeping up with an 
ever-more demanding market and has meant  using the la-
test technology, optimizing resources and turning the origi-
nal workshop into a modern and dynamic factory employing 
approximately 50 people. At the same time, there was a ge-
nerational turnover and, today, Esteve and Joan, the founders’ 
children, are driving this new stage of the company.
Despite this transformation, Vergés refuses to give up its 
roots, vocation, tradition and attention to detail. These princi-
ples are reflected in its current collections, which establish a 
dialogue between artisanship and modernity, where innova-
tion goes hand in hand  with quality material, design and  
good finishes.
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In this 2020 in Vergés we celebrate with pride and 
much enthusiasm our 50th anniversary.


